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LemonadeLXP Named a Talented Learning Top
20 Specialist Learning Platform
Ottawa, On - Sep 29, 2022 - LemonadeLXP, the digital growth platform for financial

institutions and fintechs has been selected as a Top 20 Specialist Learning Platform in Talented

Learning’s Learning Systems Awards. 

John Leh, CEO and Lead Analyst at Talented Learning, stated, “LemonadeLXP won their spot

on the Talented Learning Top 20 Specialist Learning Systems Awards because they provide a

unique turnkey business solution for financial institutions and fintechs to improve performance

and accelerate customer adoption of digital banking products and services. Their solution

includes a learning experience platform, rapid authoring tools, a library of ready-made banking

skill and competency modules, content curation tools, and excellent measurement capabilities.

The solution even includes a digital adoption platform that offers technology walkthroughs to

help staff in the flow or work, and customers on demand. Plus, all of this is backed by hands-on

services from people with technical and financial expertise “

“We’re thrilled to be recognized by Talented Learning. This award validates the hard work our

team has put in to develop this amazing platform, and the principles that guide our

development roadmap.” said CEO John Findlay. “It also signals that we’re realizing our goal of

developing a platform that delights learned, practitioners and business owners. Huge thanks to

our dedicated  team, amazing clients and Talented Learning.”

About Talented Learning 

Talented Learning is a fiercely independent research, consulting and education firm devoted to

helping organizations of all sizes choose and use LMS solutions and related technologies for

their unique business needs.
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ABOUT LEMONADELXP

LemonadeLXP is a digital growth platform that helps FIs and fintechs quickly create effective training and
support tools to grow their digital banking business and maximize the ROI on their technology investments.

For more information, contact hello@lemonadelxp.com.
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